Futures Project
Enhancing governance in
Victorian multicultural community groups

Toolkit Workbook: Information and activity

FOREWORD

The Ethnic Communities’ Council of Victoria (ECCV) is the
peak advocacy body for multicultural and ethnic
communities in Victoria. With over 200 organisational
members we represent over 65,000 individuals who are key
in maintaining Victoria’s strong focus on multiculturalism
and social cohesion. Together with the Scanlon Foundation,
the Australian Multicultural Foundation and Leadership
Victoria we share a common goal for developing leadership
knowledge and skills among multicultural community groups
in Victoria.

This Futures Toolkit provides practical and simple tips
around good governance, digital media and women and

Challenges specifically relating to Multicultural Community

youth to Victorian multicultural community groups. We

Organisations (MCO) in the NFP sector include engaging

invite community organisations to use this practical

younger second generations as leaders, a declining
population, financial sustainability and viability and an
increased demand on compliance requirements.
ECCV and the Australian Multicultural Foundation
conducted research to scope the issues using its policy and
advocacy tools - a community consultation. This toolkit –
The Futures Project Toolkit identified a significant

resources Toolkit to support increasing their awareness
and knowledge of various topics/areas, and contemplate
their aims, needs, plans and resources required in order
to achieve success in the various areas.
We extend our sincere thanks to the Scanlon Foundation
for funding the Futures Project and being a project

knowledge and skill gaps within the Victorian multicultural

partner, thanks to the Australian Multicultural Foundation

community groups which contribute to a lack of governance

our auspice organisation and project partners and thanks

compliance within the NFP sector.

to Leadership Victoria who provided mentor partnerships
training. We send a special thank you to Futures Project

To bridge the leadership knowledge and skills gap, we

Officer, Leenie Fabri for her dedication to creating such a

delivered community workshops, forums and training

comprehensive toolkit for Victorian culturally and

programs on topics that came out of the community

linguistically diverse communities.

consultation brainstorm session: Governance, Building
Volunteer Capacity, Mentoring Partnerships, Youth &
Women’s Leadership, Stakeholder Engagement and other
topics. The Futures Project Officers and Advisory

Eddie Micallef

Committee consulted with their wider networks, sector

Chairperson

leaders and young people to ensure relevant information

Ethnic Communities’ Council of Victoria

and industry experts were engaged.
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F U T U R E S
P R O J E C T
T O O L K I T
Enhancing Governance in
Multicultural Communities

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Futures Project Toolkit is delivered by the
Ethnic Communities' Council of Victoria, to provides
information, resources & opportunities to improve
the governance skills, knowledge & confidence of
Victorian multicultural community organisations.
Project partners include the Australian Multicultural
Foundation, Leadership Victoria & funding is
provided by Scanlon Foundation

WHAT'S IN THE TOOLKIT?
Futures Project Toolkit Workbook
A series of Information Sheets
(based on enhancing the governance &
sustainability of multicultural community groups)
A series of corresponding Activity Worksheets
(based on information sheet subjects)
Multicultural Mentoring Partnerships Handbook
Multicultural Workshop Podcasts
Visual Reports & Tools
ECCV Resources

ETHNIC COMMUNITIES'
COUNCIL OF VICTORIA

Multicultural Workshop Speaker Presentations
Multicultural Workshop Evaluation Reports
Multicultural Workshop Photo Gallery

The peak advocacy body for ethnic and
multicultural organisations in Victoria,
advocating for culturally and diverse communities
in Victoria since 1974. Our vision is of a culturally
diverse and harmonious society that is just, fair and
inclusive. Our mission is to empower people from
diverse & multicultural backgrounds.

CONNECT WITH US
View, listen and/or download resources toolkit
materials via the Futures Project webpage, on the
ECCV website, www.eccv.org.au

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU?
PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS
Workshops

Access to tailor-made materials focused
on Victorian multicultural community
organisations
Promotes individual & team development

Multicultural Mentoring
Partnership Training &
Program

Encourages group discussions & stakeholder
consultation about core purpose & practice
Free, timeless, accessible content
Opportunity to apply practical knowledge
Toolkit

Outcomes Evaluations
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GOOD GOVERNANCE
Enhancing your governance
for the future
By demonstrating good governance structures &
systems, multicultural community groups are providing
strong leadership to their communities of interest who
benefit from the collective voice and experience.

F I V E
G O O D

P I L L A R S

O F

G O V E R N A N C E

Purpose

Performance

Compliance
& Risk

Influence

Management
Interaction

Vision

Progress towards
Purpose

Liabilities
& Structures

Community
& Relevance

Cooperation
& Communication

T H E

Strategic
Planning
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STRATEGIC
PLANNING
Strategic planning is the process of describing
an organisation's direction & documenting the
agreed outcomes that particularly meet
development, sustainability and membership
needs. It also includes the required resources
& associated allocation for an organisation to
achieve its desired directive.

MAJOR STEPS
Establish your Core Values
Develop a Purpose

STRATEGIC PLAN

Create a Mission Statement

Consult with stakeholders to establish

Implement Strategic & Risk Plans
Develop an Operational Plan

common goals, inspire success and
agreement

Budget the financials & available resources
Report; monthly, quarterly & annually
Review & Monitor Performance
Invest in Sustainable Practices

Establish priorities & intended outcomes
Allocate responsibilities & resources
Outline the required actions
Review & adjust direction
Ciruclate the strategic plan

RISK PLAN

CORE VALUES
Core values represents the organisation's core
cultural priorities, including the priorities of its
membership

A risk plan prepares to foresee risks,

PURPOSE

organisation's objectives

Purpose describes the organisation's
operations and duty to its membership

estimate impacts, and define responses
including a positive or negative effect on the

OPERATIONAL PLAN
An operational plan outlines and guides the

VISION

Vision outlines the current directions and
aspirations in order for the organisation to effect
change

agreed aims of the operational team which
align with the strategic objectives and include
assigned responsibilities, time frames,
performance indicators and the required

MISSION

Mission describes the purpose of the

resources to achieve the agreed aims

organisation

Futures Project
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EXAMPLES OF
STRATEGIC PLANS
Here are some examples of strategic plans demonstrated by ECCV and our Futures Project partners.

Ethnic Communities' Council of Victoria
Values
Equality

Empowerment

Social Cohesion

Innovation

Vision

Respect

Our vision is of a culturally diverse and harmonious society that is just, fair and inclusive
where all people have the opportunity to participate in and contribute to, community life.

Mission

Integrity

Our mission is to work to ensure that we remain a member driven peak body committed to empowering people from
culturally diverse backgrounds. We strive to give voice to multicultural Victoria. We strive to advocate for human rights,
freedom, respect, equality and dignity for ethnic and multicultural communities and in building a socially cohesive and
inclusive Victorian community.

Scanlon Foundation
Purpose
The Scanlon Foundation aspires to see Australia advance as a welcoming, prosperous and cohesive nation particularly
related to the transition of migrants into Australian Society. The Foundation supports ongoing longitudinal research into the
indicators of social cohesion and the results of this research inform the Foundation’s activities. The Foundation makes grants
to improve social cohesion in areas of greatest need within Australia.

Australian Multicultural Foundation
Purpose
To cultivate in all Australians a strong commitment to Australia as one people drawn from many cultures and by so doing to
advance its social and economic wellbeing the promotion of an awareness among the people of Australia of the diversity of
cultures within Australia and the contribution of people from all cultures to the development of Australia; and
the spread of respect and understanding between all cultural groups through any appropriate means.

Leadership Victoria
Vision
Exceptional leadership for a better world
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GOVERNANCE &
STRATEGY

WORKSHEET

WHAT ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S
GOVERNANCE & STRATEGIC PLANNING NEEDS?

WHAT PREPARATIONS WILL NEED TO BE TAKEN TO
ACHIEVE GOOD GOVERNANCE & STRATEGIC PLANNING?

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU HAVE TO SUPPORT
GOOD GOVERNANCE & STRATEGIC PLANNING?
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THIRD SECTOR TIPS
The Third Sector is predominately made up of nongovernment organisations (NGO) that are registered
charities and other organisations such as
associations and community groups, social
enterprises and co-operatives and that also share
common values. The Third sector provides $75 billion
to the economy, employs 8% of the workforce &
engages over 8 million volunteers.
The first sector refers to the local, state and federal
governments, health care, education. The second
sector relates to industry and commercial profit.

CONSIDERATIONS OF NGO s
Nurture a collective voice, vision, mission and plans
Data below is based on Capire Consulting Group
engaging hundreds of NGOs across Victoria from
20142016. Three questions were asked; Why are
NGOs important in the development of public policy?
What are some of the key challenges for NGOs
observed in our work? What is your key message for
the future of NGOs?

Establish relationships with strategic planners in
local government and multicultural advocacy
organisations
Delegate an appropriate representative to be the
face and voice of your multicultural community
group
Explain how your delivery needs transfer into

A summary of the responses are provided below.

physical space needs
Learn the planning and development process
Learn relevant industry jargon

IMPORTANCE OF NGO s

Share real life examples of your successful

Multicultural community organisations have an

multicultural community work

intimate knowledge of their own communities & can

Provide evidence by demonstrating your community

assist in building relationships between various

skills, knowledge and experiences

stakeholders, the community including multicultural
& ethnic groups
Community organisations are not part of the

CHALLENGES

government bureaucracy & can be more responsive

Perception of only responding to disadvantage

Multicultural community organisations programs &

Realistic expectations

services are prevention & reactive which can save

Effective planning

significant public money in the long term

Mutual understanding and communications

Multicultural community organisations can assist

Competitive and limited funding

local government in community development &

Knowing how, who and when to influence

service delivery in a time when local government is
expected to do more for less

funded by Scanlon Foundation
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THIRD SECTOR

WORKSHEET
LIST THINGS YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE ABOUT YOUR PARTICULAR
COMMUNITY GROUP?

WHO ARE SOME POTENTIAL REPRESENTATIVES TO ADVOCATE ON
BEHALF ON YOUR ORGANISATION?

WHAT PERSONS OF INFLUENCE CAN YOU APPROACH FOR
ADVICE, PARTNERSHIP AND/OR FUNDING?

9

BUILDING
VOLUNTEER
CAPACITY
To be an organisation with a thriving volunteer
workforce within the multicultural sector an
organisation needs to acknowledge the value of
cultural awareness, recruitment procedures,
training and recognition programs. Here are some
valuable insights into how to be an appealing
organisation to the volunteer workforce.

YOUR TOOLBOX
NEEDS
Cultural
Competency &
Considerations

Volunteer
Induction &
OH&S
requirements

Support an annual Calendar of Events that includes
Role Clarity &
Performance
Development
Opportunities

multifaith, multicultural events & rituals
Organisational structure including volunteer roles
(existing and needed)
Interview procedures; be culturally sensitive,
consistent & transparent
Regular volunteer information sessions & volunteer
induction training
Allocated skilled volunteers to roles which will
achieve organisational goals
Established boundaries & clear expectations; role
clarity, accepted & unaccepted behaviours

PREPARATIONS
Develop an organisational plan aligned with core
values & strategic plan
Understand volunteer trends & local

Volunteers are aware they have the right to say
"No" to performing tasks outside their role
description
Professional development opportunities for
volunteers

demographics

Articulated benefits of volunteerism outlined for

Be committed to quality management & continuous

volunteers

improvement

Informed about obligations under Privacy &

Demonstrate industry best practice

Confidentiality Agreement

Establish a volunteer webpage on your website

Annual volunteer recognition events; End of Year

Maintain regular & relevant communications;

party, awards evening, thank you certificates

newsletter, email, meetings, social media

Participate in annual National Volunteer Week

Schedule regular performance appraisals

Regular workplace culture survey for volunteers &

Create a culturally responsive volunteer induction

staff & circulate final report

& OH & S training kit, plan and trainerthetrainers
Choose most effective advertising methods for
recruitment; know your target audience
funded by Scanlon Foundation
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WORKSHEET

BUILDING
VOLUNTEER
CAPACITY

WHAT ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S
VOLUNTEER CAPACITY BUILDING NEEDS?

WHAT PREPARATIONS WILL NEED TO BE
TAKEN TO IMPROVE VOLUNTEER CAPACITY?

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU HAVE TO SUPPORT
THE BUILDING OF VOLUNTEER CAPACITY?
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FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY
To be a successful non-government organisation
(NGO) within the multicultural sector an organisation
needs to acknowledge the importance of strategic,
business and operational planning. Here are some
valuable steps to consider when working towards
becoming and maintaining NGO financial sustainability
strategies.

MAJOR STEPS
DEVELOP A PLAN

Research business planning models
Implement a business plan that aligns with your
organisations core values & strategic plan
Brainstorm fundraising strategies & options
Implement viable alternative sources of revenue
Develop a business plan

Instill a costsaving, fundraising culture
Implement realistic goals & timeframes that
align with your core values & strategic goals
Brainstorm fundraising options that align with
your brand & core values
Schedule Annual Calendar of Events including

Regularly update the business plan & other plans

regular fundraising events

according to organisational change & needs

Eliminate lossmaking events & projects

Aim to be financial viable

Maximise resources & provide all supporting
resources to ensure goals can be achieved
Seek input from & schedule consultation with

BUSINESS PLAN MODELS
The Standard Business Plan: an
organisational summary, the products & services,
target audience, strategy, milestones & goals,

all stakeholders
Schedule digital engagement with target
audience across social media platforms &
website

management team, financial forecasting & analysis
The Lean Business Plan: short & long term goals,
strategy, dates, deadlines, activities & cash flow.

FUNDING SOURCES

excludes summaries, descriptions & forecasting

Fundraising: Special Events, Merchandise

Onepage Business Plan: is in summary form &

Products & Programs

highlights key information for external stakeholders

Grants

Operational Plan: action based & aligns with

Donations

strategy
Strategic Plan: the organisation's strengths &
weaknesses & how improvements will be
implemented over an agreed timeframe usually 3, 5

Sponsorships
Memberships
Partnerships

or 10 years

Futures Project

www.eccv.org.au
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FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILIY

WORKSHEET
WHAT ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY NEEDS?

WHAT PREPARATIONS WILL NEED TO BE TAKEN TO
ACHIEVE FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY?

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU HAVE TO SUPPORT FINANCIAL VIABILITY?
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MULTICULTURAL
MENTORING
Formal knowledge and skills sharing is valuable for multicultural
community organisations. They benefit from professional
development by introducing new approaches and skills to new and
long term personnel. Mentoring is a series of interactions where
professional skills and knowledge are shared with feedback
provided. Here is a guide on how to conduct a successful mentoring
partnership.

THE ROLE OF A MENTOR
Share experiences, knowledge and skills
Challenge the mentee
Listen
Guide
Provide feedback

THE ROLE OF A MENTEE
Be dedicated to professional development
Be open to suggest and new ideas
Accept feedback
Be responsible
Share

MATCH PARTNERS
Pair an expert (Mentor) with a novice (Mentee)
Be culturally aware and sensitive
Ensure all parties have the ability to commit
Be mindful that partners should work within similar
industries and roles

BUILD A RELATIONSHIP
Let conversation flow naturally
Provide praise as well as constructive feedback
Address challenging issues
Be authentic
Achieve goals

ESTABLISH EXPECTATIONS
At your first meeting, create and sign an agreement
including the following items:
An agreed upon meeting schedule
Clear objectives, goals, timeframes, options
Outlined list of acceptable and unacceptable
behaviours
Areas of focus

CONCLUDE OR RESET
Reflect on your own strengths and lessons
Develop a resources toolkit of materials and
references gathered throughout the partnership
Continue to nurture your support network
Discuss the possibility and options needed to
reset goals and the partnership
Move forward with decision: conclude or reset

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU?
Establish & nurture a professional relationship
Develop cultural & generational awareness
Expand networks
Build skills
Develop knowledge
Gain new experiences
Learn new approaches

CHALLENGES
Cultural understanding & demonstrate sensitivity
Set realistic goals with realistic timeframes
Establish & repair trust when necessary
Futures Project

www.eccv.org.au
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WORKSHEET

MULTICULTURAL
MENTORING

WHAT ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S MENTORING NEEDS?

WHAT PREPARATIONS WILL NEED TO BE TAKEN
TO ACHIEVE A SUCCESSFUL MENTORING CULTURE?

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU HAVE TO SUPPORT CULTURALLY
RESPONSIVE MENTORING?
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MULTICULTURAL
STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT
Multicultural community organisations are
communicating their message in an interactive
and immediate age. Here are some tips on how to
be successful communicators in a virtual word.

STRATEGIES & TOOLS
Implement a communications strategy
Maintain regular, relevant & consistent
communications on multiple platforms (social
media, newspaper, TV, newsletter, radio)

YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE
Acknowledge & celebrate significant cultural
events relevant to your target audience
Use your grassroots presence to make real
human connections through storytelling
Know your niche audience and community

Implement a style guide
Implement an annual calendar of events
Delegate duties and allocate resources to
support success
Schedule internal & external stakeholder survey
& consultations on an annual basis

demographics
Profile members of your community with a
photo and short story (all stakeholders)
Provide information, news and chat on topics
of interest to your target audience
Maintain connections & networks
Nurture shared interests & values

MARKETING & PROMOTIONS

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU?

Use inviting and friendly language

Recoginition as expert in your field/community

Always use appealing imagery

Positive public brand exercise

Ensure promotion starts at least four weeks prior
to an event

Promotion of your organisation; opportunities,
events, sales, achievements, milestones
Stakeholder relationship development

Follow your organisation's style guide to

Encourage participation & interaction

strengthen your brand (use your logo colours,
consistent font type & size)
Promote on multiple platforms simultaneously
(social media, newspaper, TV, newsletter, radio)

CHALLENGES
Balancing communications frequency
Maintaining strict brand guidelines
Consistency & being concise in communications

Futures Project

www.eccv.org.au
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TRADITIONAL
MEDIA
ENGAGEMENT

There is
no such
thing as
"off the
record"

Multicultural community organisations are a unique
voice that represents the true diversity of
Australian society. The media landscape is available
to share communities' real life stories, add
commentary on real life issues of concern and the
promotion of community events.
Each type of media has a commercial and
community sector. Commercial media exists to
represent the mainstream & sell advertising
whereas, community media exists to deliver
unbiased content & represent minority voices
within our diverse communities.

SCREEN
PRINT
Use everyday language to ensure maximum reach
Simplify things to encourage people to ask more

Be confident or 'fake till you make it'
Smile, it makes you look friendly and inviting
Dress appropriately
Be clean & wellgroomed

questions
Know your niche audience and community

Consider wearing a branded apparel and/or your

demographics

brand colours

Use personal experience to engage on an intimate
level

RADIO

Be authentic, connect with people & communities
with shared experiences and values
Write directly to the outlets; Letters to the Editor,
Articles (factual, commentary) and participate in
online forums on topics that concern your
community

Smile when onair, it will remove any chance of
monotone in your voice and colour it with light &
shade tones
Use your body language to encourage emphasis
Do not wear noisy clothing and/or jewellery
Always be prepared before the day of your

WORKING WITH JOURNALISTS

broadcast
Let the conversation flow naturally (interviews,

Give context to the issue using your indepth

cohosting, solo presenting)

knowledge

Have dot points to guide your onair

Always be aware of the angle of the story

conversation & trust that you are prepared

Form a positive relationship with the press

Be confident and if you are not, fake it!

Arm yourself with the information you need to answer

Listen closely to the other people onair with you

media questions

Establish good rapport
Be authentic, natural

Futures Project
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DIGITAL MEDIA
ENGAGEMENT
Digital media is a great way to connect with
people in an immediate way. The world of
digital engagement is local and global,
providing your community organisation with
access to a wider audience. Online
platforms have the potential to expand your
reach, grow your membership and improve
your public profile.

This data is based on the Australian Sensis Social Media
Report 2016. Base: Users of social media (544) Question:
Which of these social networking sites do you use? Notes:
Multiple responses allowed. Rounding occured

CONTENT CREATION
Social media is all about authenticity and connecting with
people & communities who share values, cultures,
interests, causes & beliefs

VICTORIANS USAGE

Know your target audience: their demographics, values
& interests
Demonstrate competent use of each digital platform

100%

Tap into the young talent within your organisation,

75%

they are familiar with social media
50%

Use historical archives & highlight the people within the
organisation (founders, supporter, staff,

25%

volunteers): photos, videos, profile stories, interviews
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BEST TIMES TO POST

Be casual, creative and experiment with presenting your
message & interests with a variety of types of content

DEMOGRAPHIC APPEAL

increases again from Sunday

3064
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Twitter & Facebook go quiet on Fridays &
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Twitter  Monday to Friday 8am & 1pm3pm

+

Facebook  Wednesdays at 3:00pm

3049

3049

all ages

1829

1829

3049
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Facebook  twice a day as a minimum
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RECOMMENDED FREQUENCY
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Twitter  every 8 hours with a minimum of 4
including retweets

female
male
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WORKSHEET

MULTICULTURAL
STAKEHOLDER &
MEDIA ENGAGEMENT

WHAT ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S COMMUNICATION NEEDS?

WHAT PREPARATIONS DO YOU NEED TO MAINTAIN
SUCCESSFUL STAKEHOLDER & MEDIA ENGAGEMENT?

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU HAVE TO SUPPORT STAKEHOLDER &
MEDIA ENGAGEMENT?
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MULTICULTURAL
WOMEN'S
LEADERSHIP
Women in Australia, make up half the population,
however gender equality and equity in the workplace
is yet to be achieved. When it comes to leadership,
Australia has fallen behind countries who we regard as
our equals.

MULTICULTURAL WOMEN
ISSUES

SUPPORT STRATEGIES
Create a Multicultural Women's strategy
Establish a Multicultural Women's advisory

Overcoming
gendered
norms

Flexible work
arrangements
& Affordable
Childcare

Lack of
access to
education &
language

committee
Seek advice from relevant Multicultural and
Women's sector organisations
Celebrate significant annual community events;
Cultural Diversity Week, International Women's
Day
Improve English language skills; prevent the need
for an interpreter
Nurture all women's voices being heard
Learn relevant industry jargon

LEADERSHIP PATHWAYS

Establish internal & external support networks

Introduce a Multicultural Women's Representative on

Acknowledge achievements; certificates,

the Board; portfolio and position

awards event, stakeholder communications

Deliver professional development programs

Support Parental Leave

Establish a Multicultural Women's mentor partnership

Find & use your voice

program
Promote Multicultural women's participation &
opportunities
Participate in leadership programs; scholarships,
training, coaching programs

Futures Project

www.eccv.org.au

Leadership
is not accidental,
you have to plan
and aspire to it.
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WORKSHEET

MULTICULTURAL
WOMEN'S
LEADERSHIP

WHAT ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S MULTICULTURAL WOMEN'S
NEEDS?

WHAT PREPARATIONS WILL NEED TO BE TAKEN TO ACHIEVE EQUALITY
AND EQUITY FOR PEOPLE OF DIVERSE CULTURES AND GENDERS?

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU HAVE TO SUPPORT MULTICULTURAL
WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP?
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MULTICULTURAL
AGED CARE
PARTNERSHIPS
To be a successful service provider within the
changing multicultural aged care sector an
organisation needs to acknowledge
challenges, the importance of organisation's
strengths, financial sustainability and partnerships as
the sector transitions. Here are some valuable insights
into how to be a considered and successful provider.

MOVING FORWARD
KNOWLEDGE NEEDED
Cultural
competency

Change
strategies
Partnership
models

Maintain transparency, accountability, integrity
and quality services
Promote your cultural competence
Continuous development in financial capabilities
to ensure growth and viability
Engage in discussions for opportunities to partner
with organisations complementary to the
organisation’s mission and vision
Create official partnerships using a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) which outlines shared

CONSIDERATIONS

values & expectations

Changing government policies
Organisations' ability to respond to funding changes
and increase competitions
Maintain appropriate levels of funding to meet the
needs of community members
Availability of alternative & appropriate information
sources to support organistaions' strategic planning
and to operate effectively in a "market" environment
Increased challenges and potential barriers faced by
older people from nonEnglish speaking backgrounds
to navigate the changing service system

Implement innovative & sustainable operational
& strategic models
Demonstrate an understanding and commitment
to culturally responsive practices
Foster mutually beneficial connections that
reflect your strategic objectives

Futures Project

www.eccv.org.au
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WORKSHEET

MULTICULTURAL
AGED CARE
PARTNERSHIPS

WHAT ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S
AGED CARE PARTNERSHIPS NEEDS?

WHAT PREPARATIONS NEED TO BE MADE TO BE COMPETITIVE
DURING TIMES OF CHANGE IN THE AGED CARE SECTOR?

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU HAVE TO SUPPORT CULTURAL
COMPETENCY WITHIN AGED CARE?
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MULTICULTURAL
YOUTH
ENGAGEMENT
By demonstrating the value of young, multicultural people
in positions of leadership within multicultural community
organisation creates and celebrates diversity. This
gathering of minds, enhances intergenerational
interactions & competence

STRATEGIES & TOOLS

MILLENIALS

Seek out intercultural youth leaders who have

Digital natives

shared values

Team players

Reach out to youth forums including cultural

Ambitious

groups, schools, social & sporting clubs

Keen to take on responsibility

Obtain cultural competency training

Value work/life balance

Establish & maintain social media platforms

Concerned with organisational ethics

Regularly promote a diverse range of

Accustomed to receiving regular feedback
Globally & locally connected via social media

opportunities
Network between organisations to find like
minded youths
Create opportunities to develop their business &

BENEFITS OF ENGAGEMENT
Contribute new
ideas and
perspectives

An opportunity to do
different things

Opportunity to
develop skills,
knowledge &
opinions

Futures Project

Allow young people to have a valuable voice,
rather than tokenistic presence

Building
an awareness of
your abilities

Nurture a
succession
planning culture

Celebrate youth achievements, milestones
Acknowledge & participate in National Youth
Week

MOVING FORWARD
Succession plan

Engaging in
political
discussions
Access to new
communities,
networks,
technologies & ideas

networking skills

Expand local &
global knowledge

Connect with
others

Create a space
outside family &
friendship groups
to support the
discovery of
identities

www.eccv.org.au

Embrace opportunities for peer education &
intergenerational understanding
Be open to all the connections & possibilities
available within your social & professional
networks
If you can't do it yourself, meet likeminded
people who can support you
Establish a mentoring program
Promote healthy debate & robust discussion

funded by Scanlon Foundation
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WORKSHEET

MULTICULTURAL
YOUTH
ENGAGEMENT

WHAT ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S
YOUTH ENGAGEMENT NEEDS?

WHAT PREPARATIONS WILL NEED TO BE
TAKEN TO IMPROVE YOUTH ENGAGEMENT?

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU HAVE
TO SUPPORT INTERGENERATIONAL ENGAGEMENT?
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DIVERSITY
The understanding of the unique status of individuals
and the inclusion of all people regardless of their
ethnicity, colour, faith, religion, socioeconomic status,
sexuality and political view.

INTERCULTURAL
Interaction, dialogue and exchange with different
people

ETHNIC

A group that shares a common culture, religion,
language, behaviours, background

MULTICULTURAL
Relates to and/or includes several cultural or ethnic
groups within a society

MULTIFAITH
Involving or characterised by a variety of religions

SUPPORT STRATEGIES
Create a Cultural Diversity strategy
Establish a Cultural Diversity advisory committee
Seek advice from relevant Multicultural and
Diversity sector organisations
Celebrate significant annual community events;

INTERFAITH

Cultural Diversity Week, International Day Against

Relating to or involving different religions or members
of different religions

Homophobia and Transphobia

INTERSECTIONALITY
The linking of social groupings such as race, class,
and gender with consideration of the overlapping of
discrimination and disadvantage caused by the
reliance of social norms

GLBTIQ
Stands for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender,
Intersex and Queer (Australia)

(IDAHOT), National Reconciliation Week
Nurture all voices being heard
Learn relevant industry jargon
Establish internal & external support networks

LEADERSHIP PATHWAYS
Introduce a Diversity Representative on the

INTERGENERATIONAL

Board: portfolio and position

Relates to, involving, or affecting several generations

Deliver professional development programs

DISABILITY
A physical or mental condition that limits a person's
movements, senses, or activities

MENTAL HEALTH

Establish a Diversity mentor partnership program
Promote Diversity participation & opportunities
Participate in leadership programs; scholarships,
training, coaching programs

A mental state that affects a person's sense of well
being, concept of reality and aspirations for the future
funded by Scanlon Foundation

Futures Project

www.eccv.org.au
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DIVERSITY

WORKSHEET
WHAT ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S CULTURAL DIVERSITY NEEDS?

WHAT PREPARATIONS WILL NEED TO BE TAKEN TO ACHIEVE EQUALITY
AND EQUITY FOR PEOPLE OF DIVERSE CULTURES AND GENDERS?

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU HAVE TO SUPPORT & ENCOURAGE FURTHER
DIVERSITY IN YOUR ORGANISATION?
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R E S O U R C E
I N F O R M A T I O N
WWW.ECCV.ORG.AU
View, listen and/or download the Ethnic Communities'
Council of Victoria (ECCV) latest information including
practical resources, social cohesion papers, policy
submissions, the Futures Project toolkit and more.
Visit the ECCV website, www.eccv.org.au
Connect with us

Governance & Strategic
• Futures Project Toolkit
• ECCV submission to the Victorian Electoral Matters Committee's
Inquiry into Electronic Voting
• Social Cohesion Policy Briefs: #3: Are we really living safe
together? Part 2 July 2015
The Next Generation
• ECCV Statewide Conference 2016 Resources  Intergenerational
Perspective on The Next General of Multicultural Victoria
• ECCV Intern Policy Scoping Paper Stepping Up to Mandarin: The
Twin Benefits of Community and Trade Languages
• Intergenerational Relations in NewlyArrived Communities in
Victoria: A Pilot Study – a joint research project by ECCV and Deakin
University (October 2015)
Diversity
• Employment Policy Briefs: #1: "A Positive Disruption": Local
Council HR Managers Want Diversity December 2015
Financial Sustainability
• Social Cohesion Policy Briefs: #5 The Cultural Ecology of Trust 
Melbourne’s EthnicBased Money Transfer Operators Struggle for
Recognition Nov 2015
• The Victorian Inquiry into the Labour Hire Industry and Insecure
Work November 2015
•ECCV Submission To The Victorian Essential Services
Commission’s Supporting Customers, Avoiding Labels: Energy
Hardship Inquiry Draft Report, September 2015
•ECCV Letter of Support to Western Community Legal Centre's
Submission to the Productivity Commission Draft Report: Overview
(PC, 2015) for the PC’s Workplace Relations Framework Inquiry
• ECCV Submission to Portability of Long Service Leave Entitlements
Inquiry
• ECCV Submission to the Australian Energy Regulator (AER)
Victoria Electricity Pricing Review July 2015
• ECCV submission on Residential Tenancies Act Review Regulation
of Property Conditions in the Rental Market
Ageing Sector & Elder Abuse
• ECCV's Within My Walls, a community education short film

• Ageing portfolio sheet 3: Digital literacy
• Ageing portfolio sheet 4: Aged care workforce
• ECCV policy analysis on Federal election commitments to seniors
from nonEnglish speaking backgrounds (June 2016  updated 01
July 2016) and party responses received by ECCV in relation to
election commitments to seniors from multicultural backgrounds:
• ECCV response to Commissioner for Senior Victorians report
"Ageing is everyone's business"
• ECCV collaborative submission to Senate Community Affairs
References Committee Inquiry on Future of Australia's aged care
sector workforce
• ECCV submission into the Australian Law Reform Commission
Inquiry into Protecting the Rights of Older People from Abuse
• ECCV submission to the Australian Law Reform Inquiry into
Protecting the Rights of older Australians from Abuse (August
2016)
• ECCV endorsement of FECCA submission on the National Aged
Care Advocacy Framework
• ECCV presentation on planning ahead in multicultural communities
at Palliative Care Victoria Conference 2016 (July 2016)
• ECCV submission to Commonwealth Department of Health on
Short Term Restorative Care Programme Manual (June 2016)
• ECCV response to Commissioner for Senior Victorians 'Ageing is
everyone's business' report (April 2016)
• ECCV ageing and aged care advocacy outline for 20162017
(March 2016)
• ECCV Report on findings from advance care planning project
(June 2015)
• ECCVHAAG Paper: At Risk of Homelessness Preventing
Homelessness in Older Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
Communities (December 2015)
• ECCV submission to the Commonwealth Department of Health
Survey on Future Commonwealth Home Support Programme
(CHSP) Growth Funding Processes (March 2016)
• ECCV Submission to DSS on the Increasing Choice in Home Care
– Stage 1 Discussion Paper (October 2015)
Gender Equality & Family Safety
• ECCV Response to the Victorian Government's consultation on the
Victorian Gender Equality Strategy
• ECCV Submission to the Victorian Gender Equality Strategy
• ECCV response to the Victorian Government's Royal Commission
into Family Violence Report, April 2016
• Social Cohesion Policy Briefs: #4: On the road with Australian
Muslim mothers August 2015

resource on elder abuse
• ECCV resource kits for bilingual professionals working with seniors
from their respective communities
• ECCV ageing portfolio papers
• Ageing portfolio sheet 1: Multicultural policy advocacy for seniors
• Ageing portfolio sheet 2: Multicultural seniors associations

Futures Project

www.eccv.org.au
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